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Abstract 1

Assessing recovery after stroke has been so far a time consuming procedure in which trained 2

clinicians are required. This article proposes class posterior probabilities computed over time 3

as a quantitative and statistically sound tool to assess functional recovery from isometric force 4

and torque measurements. Force and torque measurements were obtained when patients with 5

stroke tried to perform activity of daily living tasks. The performance of the patients was6

quantified by means of the posterior probability to belong to the class of normal subjects. The 7

posterior probabilities express whether the selected features which characterize the execution 8

of the tasks is typical for normal controls. The mechatronic platform for force and torque 9

measurements and the class posterior probabilities enable to automate functional recovery 10

assessment. It is shown that the class posterior probability profiles are highly correlated, r ≈ 11

0.8, with the well-established Fugl-Meyer scale assessment in motor recovery. The posterior 12

probability profiles confirm the importance of initial recovery within a few weeks after the 13

stroke to obtain a high recovery level. These results have been obtained through careful 14

feature subset selection procedures in order to prune the large feature set being generated. The 15

overall approach is general and can be applied to many other health monitoring systems 16

where different categories (diseased vs. healthy) can be identified.17

Key words: Activity of daily living tasks; Classification; Feature construction; Feature subset 18

selection, Mutual information, Stroke recovery.  19
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1. Introduction1

1.1. General background on stroke2

The World Health Organization defines stroke as a syndrome consisting of the rapid onset of 3

a focal cerebral deficit of vascular origin lasting more than 24 hours [1]. Stroke, also known 4

as cerebrovascular accident (CVA) or ‘brain attack’, ranks 3rd among all causes of death 5

behind heart diseases and cancer in the United States [2]. It is expected to become the major 6

cause of death worldwide. Moreover, it is number 1 as a leading cause in long-term disability 7

in the United States [3]. Patients with stroke suffer from disabilities ranging from 8

hemiparesis, gait disturbance, incontinence, cognitive disturbance, vision disturbance, 9

dependency in activities of daily living tasks, aphasia, numbness to depressive symptoms [4]. 10

The symptoms are largely dependent on which part of the brain is affected by the stroke and 11

the size of the affected part. In [5] the degree of white matter lesions (WML) was found to be 12

correlated with global cognitive function, executive dysfunction, impaired memory functions 13

and impaired activity of daily living.14

Several factors have been shown to contribute to an increased risk for stroke: atrial 15

fibrillation, cigarette smoking, diabetes, high blood pressure, hypercholesterolemia and 16

obesity among others [2].17

It is estimated that the direct and indirect cost related to stroke is $65.5 billion in 2008 in the 18

U.S. [2]. Largest contributors in the acute care costs are [6]: room charges (50%), medical 19

management (21%) and diagnostic costs (19%). For details on stroke incidence, stroke 20

symptoms, stroke risk factors and stroke costs the reader is referred to [2] and the references 21

therein.22

1.2. Research motivation23

For Europe it is expected that the proportion of the population aged  65, in which most 24

stroke events occur, will increase from 20% in 2000 to 35% in 2050 and the median 25

population age will rise from 37.7 years in 2000 to 47.7 years in 2050. Moreover the global 26

number of people living in Europe will decrease from 728 million in 2000 to 705 million in 27

2050 resulting in fewer young people taking care of the increasing proportion of elderly 28

people [7]. Tempering the costs of stroke care will be a tremendous challenge for future29

health care systems [8]. Nowadays a large number of patients with stroke benefits from 30

comprehensive inpatient rehabilitation and to, support and quantify functional recovery robots 31
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and mechatronics technology were successfully introduced [9], [10]. It is important that 1

rehabilitation specialists have objective tools to assess recovery, the ability to recover and the 2

effect of therapies on the recovery process. This will help in reducing the stay of patients in 3

hospitals and hence moderate the costs. Current techniques require a clinician to score the 4

performance of patients in some tasks on specific scales: disability scales e.g. Barthel index 5

(BI), Functional Independence Measure (FIM), global deficit rating scales e.g., the National 6

Institutes of Health Stroke Scale (NIHSS), [11], [12]. These scales require trained therapists7

to score patients with stroke according preset rules, which can be very time consuming [11].8

A demand for automated assessment techniques arises due to the increasing number of 9

patients and the continuous growth of new treatment options [11].10

Artificial intelligence (AI) techniques may be good candidates to assist clinical experts in 11

decision making in stroke rehabilitation. They have been proven useful as a decision tool for 12

thrombolysis [13] after stroke. However, if the patient cannot be treated within 3 hours [14]13

after the onset of the first symptoms of the stroke with thrombolysis damage to the brain is 14

likely to occur and one has to consider rehabilitation, e.g. by means of physical therapy [15], 15

[16], [17], [18].16

The following research uses artificial intelligence techniques to automate the assessment of 17

functional recovery after stroke by processing force and torque patterns exerted by patients 18

during the performance of particular activity of daily living tasks.19

For this purpose a mechatronic platform [19], [20] (section 2.2) and feature subset selection 20

technology (section 2.4.2) were developed and the Bayesian inference mechanism (section 21

2.4.1) was used. These technologies together form the artificial intelligence (AI) system.22

Our research is inspired by the research in [21] and [22] demonstrating the usefulness of 23

isometric force and torque pattern analysis for stroke assessment. [22] showed characteristic24

forces and torques patterns for hemiparetic patients during range of motion analysis of the 25

elbow, though the relation with functional recovery was not firmly assessed. We used six 26

degrees of freedom (6 DOF) force/torque cells as in [21], but this time to derive functional 27

recovery processes from the analysis of isometric force and torque patterns generated during 28

attempts of performing daily living tasks.29

The clinical evidence of the AI system for the quantification of the patients’ progress is 30

also clearly demonstrated in this article. The posterior class probabilities quantifying the 31

recovery progress are validated by means of a correlation analysis with the Lindmark 32

modified Fugl-Meyer scale [23], [24]. Hereto, patients were regularly monitored until 6 33

months after the stroke with both the mechatronic platform and the Fugl-Meyer scoring. With 34
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the aim of simplifying and downscaling the mechatronic device in the future, sensors that did 1

not contribute to characterizing patients with stroke are eliminated by a new hybrid filter-2

wrapper approach that has been developed in [25]. A smaller part of the correlation analysis 3

in section 3 has been previously presented in [26].4

2. Materials and methods5

2.1. Subject data6

Fugl-Meyer scores and force/torque measurements were obtained from patients who were 7

admitted from 2004 till 2005 to 3 stroke units: in Belgium (Gent), in Hungary (Budapest) and 8

in Ireland (Dublin). Computed tomography (CT) and/or magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)9

scans were obtained at a mean of 6 days after stroke. Force and torque measurements were10

obtained at 6 days after the stroke from a total of 57 patients with stroke. Force and torque 11

measurements from an age and sex matched control group of 57 subjects were recorded as 12

well to obtain baseline force and torque patterns. The control group was free of any 13

neurological or orthopaedic disorder.14

16 patients out of the total group of 57 were retrospectively selected. These patients had a 15

first-ever ischemic or haemorrhagic stroke within the middle cerebral artery (MCA) territory 16

and completed the full six month follow up period during which they were measured at least 17

once a week. Patients with cognitive impairments, hampering collaboration or orthopaedic 18

comorbidity influencing the measurements were rejected as well. All measured patients 19

reached a stable general medical condition within the first week after stroke.20

A summary of the group of 16 patients is provided in table 1. Patients are between 47 and 8621

years old with a mean age of 65 and a standard deviation of 11 years. Of the 16 patients, 10 22

are of male gender and 6 of female gender. One half of the patients has a lesion on the left 23

side, the others on the right side.24

25

TABLE 1 HERE.26

2.2. Measurements from ADL tasks27

The quality of the patients' life is strongly related to regaining the ability of performing 28

activities of daily living (ADL) tasks. This consists of a set of frequently executed tasks such 29

as: drinking from a glass, turning a key, grasping objects and carrying objects. These tasks are 30

thoroughly described in textbooks for physical and occupational therapists [27], [28].31
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The 57 patients with stroke and 57 normal controls were asked to perform 6 very 1

different ADL tasks: ‘drinking a glass of water’, ‘turning a key’, ‘picking up a spoon’, ‘lifting 2

a bag’, ‘reaching for a bottle’ and ‘lifting and carrying a bottle’.3

Every subject executed each task 3 times. To perform the tasks patients and normal controls 4

were seated in a mechatronic platform [20] containing 8, 6 DOF sensors (JR3 Inc), which 5

were closely connected to different parts of the human body in figure 1.6

The sensors are located at the thumb, index, middle finger, the lower arm, below the posterior, 7

behind the trunk, a foot and a big toe.8

9

FIGURE 1 HERE10

11

The mechatronic platform was designed to make it adaptable to major anthropometrical 12

differences: small persons (1530-1625 mm), medium persons (1625-1751 mm) and large 13

persons (1751-1870 mm). It guaranteed a same anatomical start position for all subjects [20]14

and consequently the intra and inter reliability of the measurements. The force measurement15

resolution was 0.1 N or better and signals were sampled at 100 Hz. This sampling rate is at 16

least twice as high than the highest frequency that can be expected from involuntary 17

movements. Tremor frequencies, e.g. resulting from maintaining a posture, are typically in a 18

range of 8 to 12 Hz in the hands [29].19

The measurement protocol started with showing to the subjects a video of a particular task 20

performed by a normal subject. Immediately after and in response to a sound signal, the21

subjects attempted to perform the task. During this perfomance, force and torque signals were22

recorded from the sensors both in X, Y and Z direction. Figure 2 shows 3 times series Fx(k), 23

Fy(k) and Fz(k) during the drinking a glass task. 24

25

FIGURE 2 HERE26

27

The forces and torques were measured under isometric constraints. Under these conditions, 28

the subject contracts his muscles according to a given pattern, e.g. a prescribed number of 29

kg's: for a prescribed number of seconds. It is very important that the position of the subject is30

fixed in an exactly duplicable way over different trials [30].31

When a patient tried to drink from a cup, the patient had to insert the thumb, index and middle 32

finger within the sensors, which were attached to the cup. An isometric setting was selected 33

because it allows to measure in a standardized way the movement initiation [31] at a moment 34
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the active motion range of the patient may be very limited. It has been shown that the1

isometric force and torque patterns of patients with hemiparesis are different from normal 2

controls [21], [22], [32]. Previous research concentrated on features such as maximum force 3

and/or torque values [21], [22] or on movement smoothness. The following research uses4

traditional features and constructs new features as well (in section 2.3.) with the aim to better 5

quantify and predict functional recovery.6

It has to be noticed that the recordings lead to a large amount of data per experiment: (6 ADL 7

tasks per experiment) * (3 repetitions per ADL task) * (8 sensors) * (3 spatial directions per 8

sensor) * (2 types of measurements: force and torque) = 864 measurements in total.9

2.3. Feature construction10

‘Raw’ time series, in this case force and torque signals, are seldom used for making 11

predictions in pattern recognition systems. In this study the pattern corresponds with ‘normal’ 12

or ‘stroke’. The disadvantage of using the raw time series can be seen as follows. If one uses 313

seconds of the force/torque measurements this would imply at our sampling rate of 100 Hz 14

that 300 samples would be used per time series. This dimensionality of 300 is already a 15

multiple of the 57 patients and 57 normal controls available. It is well known that making 16

predictions in such sparsely populated spaces may become inaccurate due to the ‘curse of 17

dimensionality’ [33]. Secondly, one often disposes of prior knowledge about the difference in 18

behavior between normal controls and the patients. It is common to define features based on 19

these times series. Extracting features, defined as functions of the times series, is a first 20

important step to dimensionality reduction and allows expressing one's prior assumptions (or 21

hypotheses) by defining functions of the time series.22

In figure 3, the force trajectories are shown by connecting the end-points of subsequent force 23

vectors F(k-1) = [Fx(k-1), Fy(k-1), Fz(k-1)] and F(k) = [Fx(k), Fy(k), Fz(k)], where ‘k’ is the 24

time index. These trajectories are shown for one patient and one normal control.25

26

FIGURE 3 HERE27

28

Next the construction of features is described. The features were defined on the force and the 29

torque vectors.30

2.3.1. Planning of a trajectory31
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Simple observation shows that normal controls better persist in their efforts maintaining a1

mean trajectory, e.g. when trying to bring a glass to the mouth. Hence, it can be expected that 2

the angular deviations of F(k) and T(k) relative to the mean efforts Fm (average force over 3

time) and Tm (average torque over time) show larger deviations and abnormalities for 4

patients. Indeed, experiments have shown that more severely impaired subjects produce larger 5

directional errors [34]. These deviations and abnormalities can be assessed by calculating the 6

maximal deviation, the standard deviation, the skewness, the kurtosis of the angular 7

deviations from the mean effort. These statistical measures however, do not take temporal 8

aspects into account. Therefore other sets of features that are able to take the temporal aspects 9

into account were defined as well, an autoregressive model (AR-model) was fitted to these 10

angular deviations from the mean effort with the Bayesian information criterion (BIC) [35] to 11

assess the time lag needed. This model allows to take linear dependencies into account over 12

time by fitting the current angular deviations based on the previous angular deviations. 13

Moreover, rather than building vectors F(k) = [Fx(k), Fy(k), Fz(k)] based on all 3 signals, 14

similarly vectors based on 2 force and 2 torque signals were built: 15

Fxy(k) = [Fx(k), Fy(k)], Fxz(k) = [Fx(k), Fz(k)] and Fyz(k) = [Fy(k), Fz(k)]. The same holds for 16

the torque vectors T(k), Txy(k) = [Tx(k), Ty(k)], Txz(k) = [Tx(k), Tz(k)] and Tyz(k) = [Ty(k), 17

Tz(k)]. These new vector definitions enabled to exclude force or torque signal components 18

that were noisy signals.19

2.3.2. Continuity in voluntary movement20

The ‘continuity’ of the voluntary movement can be quantified by computing the sequence of 21

angles between subsequent force vectors, θ[k] = angle(F(k),F(k-1)), and torque vectors, φ[k] 22

= angle(T(k),T(k-1)). The difference with ‘the planning of a trajectory’, in the ‘continuity in 23

voluntary movement’ is that angles between sequential force and torque vectors are computed24

instead of the angles between F(k) and Fm and the angles between T(k) and Tm.25

Hence, parameters of these angles such as maximal deviations from the mean, skewness, 26

standard deviations, autoregressive coefficients quantify both the statistical and temporal 27

aspects of the abnormalities in sequential angular deviations.28

2.3.3. Velocity components29

From the force and torque values one can extract linear velocity and angular velocity 30

respectively:31
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However, it needs to be emphasized that, strictly speaking, there is no real movement, while 2

the objects were fixed in the isometric setting. Therefore, these velocity features have no 3

physical meaning. They represent real movements in case of freely moving objects and time 4

independent mass (m) and moment of inertia (I). These velocities are called ‘imaginary’ linear 5

velocities,  v l , and ‘imaginary’ angular (or rotational) velocities ( )ω l . The statistics about 6

the newly obtained angular and linear velocities were summarized in the same way as for the 7

force and torque signals: using the definitions of ‘planning of a trajectory’ and ‘continuity in 8

voluntary movement’ on the velocity vectors.9

2.3.4. Coordination between body parts10

The voluntary movement of objects in the ADL tasks needs a careful coordination between 11

some body parts, which implies that forces exerted by one body part are likely to be 12

statistically dependent on forces from other body parts. Consider e.g. the ‘drinking a glass’ 13

task, it is clear that one needs a proper coordination between forces or torques exerted by the 14

thumb, the index and the middle finger. This coordination was measured by the information 15

theoretic measure of statistical dependency, known as mutual information [36]. The mutual 16

information between norms of the force vector from sensor ‘s1’, 1( )Fs k , and sensor ‘s2’, 17

2 ( )Fs k , were computed as follows:18

1 2

1 2
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    (3)           19

One needs to take into account that signals belonging to different sensors can be shifted in 20

time. Therefore, the delay ‘a’ between the sensors was searched for, such that the norms of the 21

vectors became maximally dependent. Hence, this shift parameter ‘a’ was estimated by means 22

of a maximization of mutual information approach which is clear from formula (3) by means 23

of the ‘max’ operator. This is a new feature that has not been described yet in stroke recovery. 24

Figure 4 shows that this feature is indeed able to describe differences between patients and 25

normal controls. The maximal mutual information from formula (3) for all 57 normal controls 26

and 57 patients with stroke is shown for the norms of the force vector between the thumb and 27

the index in the ‘turning a key’ task. 28
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It is clear from figure 4, that the average mutual information for normal controls is higher 1

than for the patients with stroke. A t-test rejects the null-hypothesis of equal means with p ≈ 2

2.31*10-11. A similar conclusion can be drawn for the thumb and the middle finger. Hence, 3

this provides evidence for the fact that these forces are much less dependent for the group of 4

patients with stroke. This is a very plausible result, while ‘turning a key’ needs a fine 5

coordination between the thumb-index and the thumb-middle finger. It is clear from this 6

example that feature construction and putting forward hypotheses go hand in hand. 7

8

FIGURE 4 HERE9

10

2.3.5. Time series fitting11

As can be seen in figure 2, the force and torque signals consist of a rising part and a decaying 12

part. This corresponds with an attempt of the subject to manipulate the object followed with 13

the release of the attempt. This behavior was modeled by a sum of 2 exponential functions. 14

The parameters were used as features, as well as the residuals obtained after fitting the model.15

16

In summary, the aforementioned definitions led to a total of 59472 features. The result of 17

applying a given feature definition to each ADL task (6 in total), each attempt (3 attempts per18

task) and each sensor (8 sensors) is considered as a different feature. From this point on, the 19

data mining was not performed on the raw time series, but on the 59472 features extracted 20

from the time series.21

2.4. Class posterior probabilities and dimensionality reduction22

First, the rationale behind class posterior probabilities is discussed, subsequently a combined 23

feature filter and feature wrapper selection approach is applied to decrease the dimensionality 24

prior to density estimation.25

2.4.1. Rationale of class posterior probabilities26

Given the set of normal controls and patients, the differences in the features (F1, F2, …, Fn) 27

between patients with stroke and normal controls are described by means of their class 28

conditional distributions:29

1 2( , ,..., | )np F F F normal ,30
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1 2( , ,..., | )np F F F stroke .1

These probabilities need to be estimated from measurements on a group of normal controls 2

and patients with stroke. For the estimation of 1 2( , ,..., | )np F F F stroke the features (F1, F2, …, 3

Fn) were computed when patients were in the acute phase, less than 6 days after the stroke. 4

This is the starting point from which we want to monitor changes in functional recovery.5

The class posterior probability is then obtained by means of Bayes’ 6

theorem:7

1
1

1 1

1 1

( ,..., | ) ( )
( | ,..., ) ,

( ,..., | ). ( ) ( ,..., | ). ( )

 ( | ,..., ) 1 ( | ,..., ),

( ) ( ) 1.

n
n

n n

n n

P F F normal p normal
P normal F F

P F F normal p normal P F F stroke p stroke

and P stroke F F P normal F F

p stroke p normal




 

 

(4)8

If the features of a patient with stroke are obtained at a certain time instant, say ‘d’ days after 9

the stroke, (f1(d), f2(d), …fn(d)), then 1( | ( ),..., ( ))nP normal F d F d provides a quantitative 10

measure for ‘being normal’ by means of the class posterior probability to belong to the group 11

of normal controls. The class posterior probability has the advantage that it takes explicitly 12

both the normal controls and patients with stroke into account. This is a clear difference with 13

the hypothesized ideal performance of the traditional scaling methods discussed in the 14

introduction. Several normal controls perform ADL tasks in potentially a different manner; 15

therefore it is natural to take the statistical distribution for the normal controls into account. 16

Moreover, the class posterior probability is an easily interpretable measure, bounded by two 17

extreme values: 1 as a measure for complete ‘normality’ and 0 as measure for complete 18

‘disability’. A third advantage of the approach is that is Bayesian: the prior knowledge of an 19

clinical expert about the ‘normality’ of a patient is represented by p(normal). This serves as an 20

interface between the clinical expert and the Bayesian inference mechanism. In the validation 21

section, the non-informative prior probability, p(normal) = ½, was used. This prior probability 22

was set to this value in order to attribute the result to the trained system, rather than the prior 23

knowledge of the expert.24

2.4.2. Feature subset selection25

It is well known that probability densities can not be estimated accurately in high dimensional 26

feature spaces, using well-established statistical techniques such as kernel-density estimation. 27

In general, the accuracy is a function of both the number of data points and the dimensionality 28
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of the feature space, such as e.g. in the AMISE (Asymptotic Mean Integrated Square Error) 1

expression in [37] for kernel density estimation:2

4

4( )


 D
optAMISE h N . (5)3

Here, ‘hopt’ is the optimal bandwidth of the kernel, ‘N’ the number of samples used in the 4

density estimate and D the dimensionality of the feature space. Hence, in this case, the 5

accuracy decreases exponentially with increasing dimensionality ‘D’ of the feature space for a 6

fixed number of data points.7

A general observation of the decrease in accuracy with increasing dimensionality is the 8

so-called ‘curse of dimensionality’. A second important reason for feature subset selection is9

to achieve a reduction in the number of sensors with the aim to downscale the mechatronic10

device to make it smaller and cheaper. This is a goal that in general cannot be achieved by 11

means of feature extraction. Feature extraction extracts new features which are combinations 12

of the original features and therefore exist of combinations of the sensors. Feature subset 13

selection allows attributing the selected features to particular sensors. There are 2 main 14

paradigms to perform feature subset selection [38]: the filter-based feature subset selection 15

and the wrapper-based feature subset selection. In the filter-based selection the induction 16

algorithm, see section 3, is not included in the search, whereas in the wrapper search the 17

induction algorithm is used to obtain classification performances of already selected subsets.18

Filter approaches find feature subsets with a lower computational cost, but the obtained19

feature subsets result in lower classification accuracies as those obtained from a wrapper 20

approach [39]. Very recently it was shown in [25] that preceding a wrapper search with a 21

filter results in subsets with the same accuracy as obtained from wrapper searches, but with a 22

reduced computational cost. The resulting feature subset selection approach is called a hybrid 23

filter-wrapper approach. The used filter and wrapper approaches are described in following 2 24

sections.25

2.4.2.1. Filter based feature selection  26

Because quantitative analysis by means of posterior probabilities is central in this article, one 27

should be able to reduce the high-dimensional feature set to lower dimensions, without the 28

risk of losing important features and without actually the need for calculating the probabilities 29

in high-dimensional spaces. As a first step, the features are preprocessed with a filter that 30

relies on following theorem [25]: 31
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Here we denote with ‘C’ the class variable that will be either the class of patients or the class 2

of normal controls, {F1, …, Fn} is the set of all features, {Fr1, …, Frn1} is a selected subset 3

and {Fs1, …, Fsn2} is the set of omitted features. This theorem states that the Kullback-Leibler 4

distance [36] between the full class posterior probability 1( | ,..., )np C F F and the class 5

posterior probability of a selected subset 
1 1

( | ,..., )
nr rp C F F is equal to a sum of marginal 6

mutual information contributions ( ( ; )
isMI F C ) between the class variable and the omitted 7

features. This theorem holds when features are class conditional independent and 8

independent, i.e. 1 1 2( ,..., | ) ( | ). ( | )... ( | )n np f f c p f c p f c p f c and 9

1 1( ,..., ) ( )... ( )n np f f p f p f respectively for all c, f1, …, fn. Then discarding those features10

{FS1, FS2, … FSn2} for which MI(FSi;C) = 0 guarantees that 11

1 11( ( | ,..., ) || ( | ,..., )) 0
nn r rKL p C F F p C F F  and hence no information is lost w.r.t. to the full 12

class posterior probability 1( | ,..., )np C F F . Strictly speaking, the conditions of class 13

conditional feature independence and feature independence may not be fulfilled. 14

Nevertheless, extensive simulations on gene expression data sets in [25] have shown that 15

preceding a sequential forward [40] wrapper search with this filtering step, i.e. removing 16

features for which MI(FS1;C) = 0, speeds up the wrapper search without a decrease in 17

classification accuracy. The theorem establishes a connection between two filter-based feature 18

selection frameworks: the conditional relative entropy framework in [41] and the mutual 19

information feature selection framework [42].20

This theorem is optimally suited for the problem considered here: one wants to remove 21

features Fs1, …, Fsn2 such that the original posterior probabilities 1( | ,..., )np normal F F and 22

1( | ,..., )np stroke F F are not changed. 23

The mutual information was estimated by means of the entropies:24

2

1

( ; ) ( ) ( | )

( ) ( | ). ( ).


 

 
i i i

i i j j
j

MI F C H F H F C

H F H F c p c
(7)25

Where the entropies were estimated by equation (20) in [43]:26
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1

ˆ ( ) ( ) ( ) log log ( )  


     
N

i d
i

d
H F k N c i

N
.                                     (8)1

Here ψ(.) is the psi-function, ‘N’ the number of data points (57 for the class of patients with 2

stroke and 57 for the normal controls), ε(i) is twice the distance from the i’th data point to its 3

k’th neighbor, ‘d’ the dimensionality and ‘cd
’ the volume of the d-dimensional unit ball. For 4

the Euclidean norm cd = πd/2/Γ(1 + d/2), with Г(.) the gamma-function. Because features are 5

considered individually in the theorem, ‘d’ is equal to 1.6

7

It has to be noted that due to the finite sample estimation, MI(Fi; C) is different from 0, even 8

if the feature ‘Fi’ is statistically independent from the class variable ‘C’. Statistical relevance 9

can be easily tested, under the null hypothesis of irrelevance, by random permutation of the 10

class labels. A total of 1000 permutations were used to assess the statistical significance of 11

feature relevance. Features for which the MI exceeds a certain significance level (α was taken 12

equal to 0.01 in this case) can be considered as statistically relevant. In figure 5, an example is 13

shown when the permutation test, using 1000 permutations, was applied to the appealing 14

feature of the mutual information between the norm of the force exerted by the index and the 15

norm of the force exerted by the thumb in the turning a key task which (which was shown in 16

figure 4). The actual MI is higher than those obtained under permutations.17

18

FIGURE 5 HERE19

20

This procedure allowed to reduce the original set of 59472 features to a set of 2637 most 21

relevant features. Note that the set of 2637 features is larger than can be expected than when 22

every feature would be irrelevant. This would lead to approximately 59472*0.01 ≈ 600 23

features. Hence, this indicates that the feature construction lead to some discriminative 24

features.25

2.4.2.2. Wrapper based feature selection26

The set of 2637 features is still too high to estimate the posterior probabilities accurately for 27

the 57 normal controls and the 57 patients. The set of features is further reduced by taking the 28

induction algorithm into account in the search [38] and retaining those features for which the 29

best classification could be obtained in terms of classification accuracy with a leave-one-out 30

validation. Strictly speaking, statistical optimality such as in the filter procedure cannot be 31

guaranteed anymore. Three induction algorithms were compared to search for the best subset 32
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of features, in terms of discriminating normal controls from patients with stroke: k-nearest 1

neighbor (KNN), least squares support vector machines (LSSVM) [44] and a Bayesian 2

classifier with kernel density estimation (KDE), for KDE see [45]. The number of nearest 3

neighbors ‘K’ was set equal to 1.4

In case of the KDE, the class conditional probability for normal subjects was estimated as:5
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Where index ‘i’ runs over all training subjects from the normal class, ‘K’ is a Gaussian kernel, 7

hnormal the kernel bandwidth, ‘d’ the dimensionality of feature vectors ,i normalF . A similar 8

expression is obtained for the class of patients with stroke. 9

Gaussian kernels were used with the maximum likelihood cross-validation method for kernel 10

bandwidth estimation in KDE. 11

The hyper-parameters of the LSSVM were set by hand such that initial experiments with a 12

leave-one-out validation provided good results: regularization parameter ‘γ’ = 29.6 and the 13

square of the kernel-width ‘σ2’ = 1.15. The LSSVM hyperparameters were then further tuned 14

manually for the best subset found in order to increase the performance. 15

The sequential forward search (SFS) [40] procedure was used in the wrapper search for 16

feature subsets. The SFS procedure gradually adds the next best feature to an existing subset, 17

starting from the empty set.18

3. Results19

We evaluate our new methodology of section 2 in different manners. It is verified whether the 20

selected features can be used to make a good distinction between the patients with stroke and 21

normal controls when using different classification algorithms. This distinction helped us in 22

finding the important features and sensors, but is on its own not sufficient. The posterior 23

probabilities should also be informative about the degree of recovery. This is verified by 24

means of a correlation study with different subscores of the Fugl-Meyer scoring. Moreover,25

we verify whether the posterior probabilities lead to plausible recovery patterns.26

3.1.  Distinguishing patients from normal controls  27

Table 2 shows that the best performance using a leave-one-out validation is obtained for the 28

Bayesian classifier with KDE 98.25% (shown in the 4th column) with a subset size of 6 29

features. The first column represents the number of features selected, abbreviated as feature 30
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subset size (FS Size). The K-NN approach (shown in the 2nd column) reaches its maximal 1

accuracy of 94.74% for feature subset sizes of 5 and 6 features. The LSSVM approach 2

(shown in the third column) reaches a maximal accuracy of 97.37% for a feature subset size 3

of 6 features.4

5

TABLE 2 HERE6

7

In fact in case of the KDE, only 2 patients with stroke were erroneously assigned to the class 8

of normal controls and 0 normal controls to the class of patients with stroke. Hence, this leads 9

to an overall classification accuracy of (112/114)*100 = 98.25%. The sensitivity, which is the 10

number of true positives / (number of true positives + number of false negatives), is equal to 11

(55 / (55 + 2))*100 = 96.5%. The specificity, which is the number of true negatives / (number 12

of true negatives + number of false positives), is equal to (57 / (57 + 0))*100 = 100%.13

Performing experiments with more than 6 features for all classifiers until the number of 14

features was equal to 10, did not increase the classification performance. In case of the KDE, 15

the resulting set consists of 6 features in which only 4 sensors appeared: the thumb, index, 16

middle finger and the seat. This suggests that the platform can be reduced from 8 to 4 sensors.17

The most discriminative tasks obtained from the KDE feature selection are: ‘drinking a glass’, 18

‘lifting a bag’ and ‘lifting and carrying a bottle’. The sensors and ADL tasks that were 19

selected in case of the KDE feature selection are included in table 2.20

The most discriminative features obtained from the KDE feature selection are: ‘angular 21

velocity’, angular deviations from ‘continuity in voluntary movement’ and the residual from 22

the ‘time series fitting’. We use the 6 selected features to calculate the evolution of the 23

posterior probability from (4) over time. 24

3.2. Correlation with Fugl-Meyer scoring25

It needs to be shown that the whole procedure of defining features (section 2.3), reducing the 26

feature set by means of the hybrid filter-wrapper approach (section 2.4.2), followed by the 27

calculation of the posterior probabilities (formula 4) on the reduced feature set leads to results 28

that satisfy the initial goals of monitoring the patient’s functional recovery over time with the 29

posterior probability.30
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The validation can be achieved by performing a correlation study between the class posterior 1

probabilities and the widely accepted modified Lindmark version [23], [24] of the Fugl-2

Meyer (FM) scoring [46], [47].3

Figure 6 shows the class posterior probability for the range 6 to 180 days after stroke for one 4

patient who recovered fast. Also shown are the normalized global FM score (normalization is 5

obtained by adding up all items and dividing by the maximum), the normalized sum of the 6

upper extremity of part A (ability to perform active movements), the normalized sum of Part 7

B (ability to perform rapid movement changes). The normalization results in a score between 8

0 and 1. This normalization makes a comparison between de Fugl-Meyer scale and the 9

posterior probabilities possible, the latter also having values between 0 and 1. In order to 10

quantify the correspondence between posterior probabilities and the subscores of the Fugl-11

Meyer scale the Pearson correlations are computed. 12

13

FIGURE 6 HERE14

15

Table 3 gives an overview of the average correlation of the 16 selected patients from section 16

2.1 from the total of 57 patients.17

18

TABLE 3 HERE19

20

The posterior probability profiles are obtained with KDE on the 6 selected features to 21

compute the results in table 3. The correlations are computed between the posterior class 22

probabilities and Lindmark modified Fugl-Meyer scoring.23

The Lindmark modified Fugl-Meyer scale is divided into 7 domains: ability to perform active 24

movements, ability to perform rapid movement changes, mobility, balance, sensation, joint 25

pain and joint motion. Different physical tests are performed which focus on different aspects 26

of motor recovery and on different parts of the body:27

 Total Fugl-Meyer score: this is the sum of all subscores,28

 Part A: ability to perform active movements, in case of the ‘upper extremity’ 29

subsection, 3 parts of the body are tested:30

o Upper extremity part of the body:31

 Arm,32

 Wrist,33

 Hand function, 34
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o Lower extremity part of the body,1

 Part B: ability to perform rapid movement changes,2

 Part C: mobility,3

 Part D: balance,4

 Part E: sensation,5

o Light touch,6

o Joint position,7

 Part F: joint pain,8

 Part G: joint motion:9

o Upper extremity part,10

o Lower extremity part.11

12

The exercises and body parts that have the highest degree of correlation with the class 13

posterior probability are shown in Table 4 (Part A).14

15

TABLE 4 HERE16

17

In each of the parts (A, B, D, E, F, G) a patient has to perform some small physical tests. The 18

performance of the patient is supervised by a clinician who assigns a score to the tests. The 19

score is typically a discrete value: e.g. in ‘Part A’, ‘Part B’, ‘Part C’ and ‘Part D’ most tests 20

are given a score from 0 to 3, while in ‘Part E’, ‘Part F’ and ‘Part G’ most tests are given a 21

score from 0 to 2: 0 = cannot perform, 1 = performs partially, 2 = performs fully.22

The average correlation scores have been obtained by averaging the correlations of 6, 31, 56, 23

81, 106, 131, 156 and 180 days after stroke, between the posterior class probabilities 24

(obtained from the top 6 features) and the scoring by a clinician.25

It should be noted that in particular the average correlations with the global FM score and the 26

‘upper extremity’ of part A (ability to perform active movements) score are high. 27

3.3. Recovery patterns28

Longitudinal studies using repeated measurements over time indicate that recovery after29

stroke shows a non-linear pattern as a function of time and is determined by certain not yet 30

fully understood biological processes, leaving aside why damage in certain brain areas offers31

better recovery perspectives than others [48]. This means that the outcome of patients with 32
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stroke is heterogeneous by nature and individual recovery patterns differ. Nevertheless, some1

regularities have been found in patients’ functional recovery. Curve-fitting of time series of 2

the Barthel index (BI) with a logistic model recorded in patients with a first-ever MCA stroke 3

revealed that patients having greater improvements within the first weeks post-stroke reached 4

higher plateaus at six months than those with later BI improvements [49]. These results are 5

very similar to an older study [50], also using the BI, demonstrating the importance of an 6

early rapid phase of recovery for the final functional outcome and in line with the high 7

correlation between the admission motor–FIM (Functional Independence Measure) and 8

discharge FIM [51]. Our results are comparable with the former references in that the time 9

curve of the class posterior probability evenly shows the importance of a fast recovery in the 10

first weeks for obtaining a high recovery plateau. In figure 6 it can be seen that the recovery 11

measured by means of the posterior probability in the first few weeks is very effective and 12

that a plateau with high normality is achieved after approximately two months. A similar 13

observation is made for the global FM score and the 2 subscores shown in figure 6. Figure 7 14

also confirms the need of an initial recovery in the first few weeks to obtain a high recovery 15

plateau.16

FIGURE 7 HERE17

It shows the class posterior probability over time of a patient having no initial recovery, only 18

showing some changes after 2 months. However, the level of functionality reached at month 6 19

is very low. A similar pattern is observed for several subscores of the FM assessment in figure 20

7. Given the strong correlation of the class posterior probability with the FM, stages in its 21

time course might predict the future outcome of patients in analogy with [49]. In the previous 22

reference the authors showed that, based on the FM scores of the flaccid arm, prediction of 23

arm function outcome at 6 months could be made within 4 weeks after onset. We admit that 24

prediction of outcome in functional recovery based on the posterior probabilities is still 25

somewhat speculative given the limited number of involved patients, but the strong 26

correlations with several FM subscores are promising. Whether month 6 is a breaking point or 27

not in recovery and what can still be expected in the subsequent months is an ongoing 28

scientific debate without clear conclusions yet [48].29

4. Discussion30

4.1. Correlation studies31
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In [11] references are made to previous correlation studies between FM and other scales. The 1

correlation between FM score and ADL capacity has been studied in [47]. The correlation 2

between FM motor scale and the ADL total score was 75% six months after discharge from 3

the hospital. In [52] the correlation between FM and the BI index (Barthel index disability 4

measure) was studied. The correlation scores that have been reported there between the Fugl-5

Meyer upper extremity motor subscore and the BI is 75% in the acute stage and 82% after 5 6

weeks. The average correlation result of 80.29% in our experiments between the same 7

subscore and the posterior probability is approximately as high as those correlations in [52]8

and hence provide in that sense a satisfying degree of correlation. However, it has to be noted9

that Fugl-Meyer and Barthel index scoring need to be performed by trained clinicians. The 10

Fugl-Meyer scoring easily takes 30 minutes to administer which may limit its widespread 11

applicability in clinical practice [52]. Installing patients in the platform, executing the 12

measurement protocol and computing the posterior takes 5 to 10 minutes. The posterior 13

probability profiles hence allow to assess motor recovery for some limited subscores from the 14

Lindmark modified Fugl-Meyer score with an equal performance (degree of correlation) as 15

would be achieved with some other established supervised scoring techniques. 16

The high correlation between the posterior probability profile and the ‘upper part A’ can17

be expected: the selected ADL tasks and sensors concentrated mainly on the use of the hand,18

the upper arm and the wrist. As opposed to the Fugl-Meyer scoring, the ADL tasks intend to 19

measure more directly the performance of a patient in some tasks which are important in daily 20

living. A low Fugl-Meyer score on ‘Part E’ sensation does not necessarily exclude whether a 21

patient can still perform a task. However, in order to make any quantitative assessment 22

possible a correlation with existing quantitative techniques needed to be established.23

In [53] a correlation study between several movement smoothness parameters and the change 24

in global Fugl-Meyer score has been performed. The movement smoothness parameters were 25

computed from the movement of a robotic arm that was displaced by patients with stroke. 26

This robot arm restricted patient’s arm movement to a horizontal plane. Such a system could 27

in principle also be used to automate assessment of functional recovery. The largest 28

correlations the authors found was with the jerk parameter, which had a correlation of -0.48 29

with the FM, and the speed parameter of movement which had a correlation of 0.40 with the 30

FM. As opposed to that research, our research considered isometric measurements with six 31

degrees of freedom per sensor. Rather than restricting ourselves to a single parameter, we 32

integrated the six most discriminative features in the computation of the posterior 33

probabilities. Estimation of functional recovery is thus obtained in a multi-dimensional space.34
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This may explain the higher correlation between the posterior probability and the global FM 1

score. It is remarkable that we obtain such high correlations in an automated system: we do 2

not require any scoring of a clinician in the computation of the posterior probabilities.3

The correlations with the different exercises of the FM scoring, examples to test the 4

arm, wrist and hand function are given in table 4, were also calculated. The highest possible 5

correlations between the posterior probabilities and single exercises were found for the ‘hook 6

grasp’, the description is given in exercise 4 of the hand function in table 4, and the ‘lateral 7

grasp’, exercise 5 of the hand function in table 4. The correlations for the ‘hook grasp’ and the 8

‘lateral grasp’ are respectively 83.46% ± 8.95 and 82.86% ± 8.84. These two exercises form 9

together with five other exercises part A of the hand function, table 4. These correlations are 10

higher than the correlation between the posterior probabilities and part A of the hand function11

which was equal to 78.0% ± 9.65 and given in table 3.12

4.2. Discussion recovery patterns13

Fast recovery patterns are rather reflections of strong spontaneous neurological improvement 14

and might comprise the ‘milder’ strokes. Having this information shortly after hospitalization 15

is important. Patients having capabilities to recover without special physiotherapeutic 16

intervention can be early discharged. Several mechanisms have been found to underlie 17

functional recovery. Indeed, the spontaneous recovery in the first few days after stroke has 18

been attributed to edema resolution and the reperfusion of ischemic penumbra, while recovery 19

afterwards has been attributed to brain plasticity [48], [54]. Several mechanisms are likely to 20

be involved in brain plasticity and might be reflected through the variable slope followed by a 21

plateau phase, expressing the way how meaningful brain signals are again combined and 22

reconnected [55]. A time interval without clear changes initially after the stroke, as in figure 23

7, may reflect ‘intrinsic cerebral damage’ and is an important predictor of poor outcome [49]. 24

In our research we discovered several important features, all contributing to the ‘process’ of 25

recovery. Though some of them such as ‘trajectory planning’, ‘continuity in voluntary 26

movement’ and ‘velocity components’ might encompass the discrete building blocks of 27

human movement described in [56], it is impossible until now to link them in a consistent 28

way to the interplay between different brain areas. This means that a thorough understanding 29

of recovery curves from a neurophysiologic point of view needs research that correlates data, 30

similar to those described in this paper, with advanced measurement techniques such as31
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functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI), transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) and 1

computed electroencephalography EEG.2

4.3. Future research3

A question that has not been treated in our research so far is whether the mechatronic platform4

could be used to train patients in order to order to enhance their functional recovery. This 5

would require the design of a protocol with an appropriate visual feedback to the patients of 6

their performance [57]. An isometric torque measurement protocol in [57] has been shown 7

successful in reducing abnormal torque patterns in patients with stroke. However, it has not 8

been shown so far whether this would lead to increased performance in activity of daily living 9

tasks. This still remains a topic for future research. 10

5. Conclusion11

Posterior probability profiles are proposed as a new quantitative and statistically sound 12

measure for the automation of the assessment of functional recovery of patients with stroke in 13

activity of daily living tasks. The posterior probabilities take the performance of both normal 14

controls and patients with stroke into account to select the discriminative features and sensors.15

It is shown that the posterior probability profiles have a high correlation of 76.6% and 80.29%16

with the global score of the Lindmark modified Fugl-Meyer scale and ‘Part A’ (upper 17

extremity subscore) respectively. This degree of correlation is as high as obtained with 18

supervised scoring techniques such as the Barthel index. This allows for an automated 19

assessment of the functional recovery in a more time-effective way than by means of the 20

traditional manual scoring by trained clinicians.21

An important prerequisite is to reduce the number of features. This is solved by means of a 22

hybrid filter-wrapper approach. A statistically optimal filter allows to reduce the feature set 23

from 59472 features to 2637 features. The wrapper search on this smaller set reduces the 24

feature set to a total of 6 features.25

The wrapper part of the feature selection approach simplifies the experimental set-up from 8 26

to 4 sensors (ignoring the non-discriminative sensors) hence, reducing the cost of the set-up.27

Comparison between different induction algorithms reveals that the best results in 28

discriminating normal controls from patients with stroke is obtained by kernel density 29

estimation, achieving a recognition rate of 98.25%. 30
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The posterior probability profiles confirm recovery patterns that have been observed with 1

human supervised assessment techniques. A significant recovery within the first few weeks is 2

necessary to obtain a high level of normality after 6 months. A lack of recovery within the 3

first few weeks on the other hand results in poor recovery after 6 months, observed as a low 4

level of normality.5
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Tables1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Table 1. Patient data of the group of 16 patients. Country 

code: B = Belgium, H = Hungary and I = Ireland. Gender 

code: F = female and M = male. Lesion code: L = left and 

R = right.

Patient Nr 
(country)

Gender Age Lesion side

1 (H) F 74 R

2 (H) M 70 L

3 (I) M 50 R

4 (I) F 67 L

5 (H) M 51 L

6 (H) M 63 L

7 (B) M 72 R

8 (I) M 65 R

9 (I) M 69 R

10 (I) M 54 L

11 (H) F 60 L

12 (B) F 47 R

13 (B) F 67 L

14 (I) M 66 R

15  (B) F 86 L

16 (B) M 82 R
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1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

Table 2. Results of the comparison of: k-NN, LSSVM and KDE, using leave-one-

out validation.

FS Size k-NN LSSVM KDE Sensor ADL Task

1 80.70% 82.46% 82.46%
Middle 
Finger

Drinking

2 88.60% 85.96% 87.82% Thumb
Lifting and 
carrying a 

bottle

3 92.11% 90.35% 92.11% Seat Drinking

4 93.86% 93.86% 96.49% Thumb
Lifting and 
carrying a 

bottle

5 94.74% 96.49% 97.37% Thumb Drinking

6 94.74% 97.37% 98.25% Index Lifting a bag
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1

Table 3. Pearson correlation between Fugl-Meyer subscores and the class posterior 

probability profile.

Total 

FM-

score
Part A

Upper Part A

Part B Part C Part D Part E Part  F Part G
80.29% ± 8.56

Arm Wrist Hand

76.6%

± 4.63

75.7%

± 6.20

78.9%

± 8.51

79.6%

± 5.24

78.0%

± 9.65

72.4%

± 9.55

65.4%

± 1.87

67.5%

± 6.15

52.5%

± 4.84

46.4%

±11.09

43.0%

± 3.52
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Table 4. Items of upper extremity of  part A. Scores are omitted and 

replaced by ‘#’.

The Modified motor assessment chart according to

Lindmark

P = paretic side; NP = non paretic side; p = points

Part A: Ability to perform active movements. 

                                                                   Maximum score Part A 90 90

Score 0-3

Upper extremity           Maximum score upper extremity part A 54 54

Arm                                                           Maximum score Arm 24 24

Sitting on the edge of the bed or on a chair P NP

1
Bring the hand to the mouth by bending the elbow and 

supinating the forearm and touch the lips with the fingers
# #

2
Bring the hand to the back of the neck by abducting the 

shoulder, bending the elbow and pronating the forearm
# #

3 Flexion of the arm to 180 degrees with extended elbow # #

4
Abduction of the arm to 180 degrees with extended 

elbow
# #

5

Bring the hand to the lateral side of the opposite knee by 

adduction and inward rotation of the arm, extension of 

the elbow and pronation of the forearm

# #

6

Supination of the forearm. For 1-2 p the elbow is flexed 

90 degrees. For 3 p the elbow must be extended and the 

shoulder joint flexed about 45 degrees

# #

7 Pronation of the forearm. For scoring see 6 # #

8
Bring the arm around the body and put the back of the 

hand against the waist
# #

Subtotal score # #

Wrist                                                          Maximum score Wrist 9 9

For 1-2 p the elbow is supported, for 3p the elbow is

unsupported and extended

1 Dorsiflexion (extension) # #

2 Volarflexion (flexion) # #

3 Circumduction # #

Subtotal score # #
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1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

Hand Function                                       Maximum score Hand 21 21

1 Flexion of all fingers # #

2 Extension of all fingers # #

3 Opposition of thumb against the tip of the second finger # #

4

Hook grasp. Hold around a stick with the 

metacarpophalangial joint extended and interphalangeal 

joint flexed

# #

5

Lateral grasp. A paper is held between the thumb and the 

lateral side of the second finger. The thumb must be 

extended and abducted

# #

6
Pinch grasp. A pen is held between the thumb and the 

second finger
# #

7
Cylindrical grasp. A drinking glass is held with the thumb 

and the second finger opposing each other
# #

Subtotal score # #

Maximum score upper extremity
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Figure captions1

2

Figure 1. Mechatronic platform to acquire force and torque signals from different tasks. 3

The positions of the different force and torque sensors are shown.4

5
Figure 2. Example recording of the three forces Fx(k), Fy(k) and Fz(k) from the thumb during 6

the ‘drinking a glass’ task. The onset of the effort can be seen at approximately 0.5 s, as an 7

increase in the forces. 8

9
Figure 3. Force trajectories over time for the 'drinking a glass’ task. The trajectory is obtained 10

by linking consecutive end-points of the force vectors. The patient trajectory and normal 11

control trajectory can be distinguished by their smoothness: the normal control force 12

trajectory seems smoother, while the patient’s trajectory is less smooth.13

14

Figure 4. Mutual information feature between the thumb and index in the ‘turning a key’ 15

task. The first 57 subjects are normal controls, the next 57 subjects are patients with stroke. 16

The average value of the feature for the controls is equal to 0.64 (left horizontal line), the 17

average of the patients is equal to 0.35 (right horizontal line). 18

19

Figure 5. Histogram of the mutual information test statistic for the mutual information feature 20

between the norm of the thumb and the norm of the index force in ‘turning a key’ ADL task. 21

The histogram is obtained by performing 1000 permutations of the class label. The vertical 22

bar at approximately 0.12 indicates the 99% percentile. The bar at the right is the actual value 23

of the mutual information test statistic, without permutations. The feature is clearly significant 24

for the mutual information relevance filter.25

26
Figure 6. Class posterior probability profile and subscores of Fugl-Meyer assessment for a 27

subject with fast recovery.28

29

Figure 7. Class posterior probability profile and subscores of Fugl-Meyer assessment for a 30

subject with poor recovery.31

32

33

34
35
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Summary:1

-------------2

Objective: Assessing recovery after stroke has been so far a time consuming procedure in 3

which trained clinicians are required. A demand for automated assessment techniques arises4

due to the increasing number of patients with stroke and the continuous growth of new 5

treatment options. In this study, we investigate the applicability of isometric force and torque 6

measurements in activity of daily living tasks to assess the functional recovery after stroke in 7

an automated way.8

9

Methods and materials: A new hybrid filter-wrapper feature subset technology was developed 10

for a new mechatronic platform with the aim to identify the most important features and 11

sensors that can distinguish normal controls from patients with stroke. We compared three 12

different classification algorithms to make the distinction: k-nearest neighbors, kernel density 13

estimation and least-squares support vector machines. Based on isometric force and torque 14

measurements obtained from 16 patients with a first-ever ischemic or haemorrhagic stroke 15

within the middle cerebral artery (MCA) territory, we computed for each subject the 16

probability to belong to the class of normal subjects. These probabilities were computed 17

during a period of 6 months post-stroke to quantify the level of recovery during this period. 18

The posterior probabilities were validated by means of a correlation study with the Lindmark 19

modified Fugl-Meyer assessment.20

21

Results: Patients with stroke and normal controls could be distinguished with an accuracy of 22

98.25% by means of kernel density estimation. The posterior probability profiles had a 23

correlation of 76.6% and 80.29% with the global score of the Lindmark modified Fugl-Meyer 24

scale and ‘Part A’, the upper extremity subscore, respectively. This degree of correlation was25

as high as obtained with supervised scoring techniques such as the Barthel index.26

27

Conclusion: This study shows that the assessment of recovery after stroke can be automated 28

by means of posterior probability profiles due to their high correlation with the Fugl-Meyer 29

assessment. The posterior probability profiles confirm the importance of a recovery within the 30

first weeks after stroke to obtain a higher recovery plateau compared to later changes in 31

recovery.32

33
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